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Data Structures
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Note: Answer ALL questions in Part-A and any FIVE from Part-B

Part'A(10x2=20Marks)

Write an algorithm for reversing a given integer, and compute its time complexity'

int b[={ 10,20,30,40}; Given this declaration, evaluate D *b+2 ii) *O+2)

Define the stack ADT.

Convert the following infix expression into postfix notation: (A+B1+g''^ ut nt
operator stack

Write a C function to count t}re number of nodes in a singly linked list'

What is the advantage of using Linked List over an array for implementing a queue?

List the applications of Circular linked list.

Givenadoublylinkedlist,showhowagivennodewhichispointedtoby.p'canbe
deleted. Show all the relevant pointer rearrangements'

Show the working ofbinary search technique with an example'

Mention the worst, best and average time complexity of quicksort'

Part'B(5x8=40Marhs)

Bring out differences between static and dynamic memory allocation in C'

Explain the importance of efficient atgorithms and the sigrrificance of asymptotic

analysis in this regard.

Write a firll implementation of stack using arrays.

write a c function to evaluate a given postfix expression. You can use the above stack

implementation for this PurPose'

Write code for the push Q operation on a linked stack'

write c code for deleting a node: i) at the beginning ii) at the end of a linked list.

Define the node structure for representing a sparse matrix using a Linked List'

write a function for implementing addition sparse matrices using singly Linked List.

Explain how radix sort works with an example'

Sort tbe following data using merge sort: 70, 25,79,81,12,100,50'45'95'

Comparevariouslineardatastructureswithrespecttodatainsertionanddeletion.

ArrayimplementationofCircularqueueovercomescertaindisadvantagesofalinear
queue. Give an argument in favor of circular queues'

Answer any ,lr,a of the following:

Write an algorithm for implementing a Queue using multiple instances of a stack'

write a c function to insert a new node at a given position 'p' in a doubly linked list.

Define an appropriate node structure'

Explain how insertion sort works with an example'
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